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Lesson 12 
 

  Lesson 12 Bridges (60 minutes Introduce,Build Vocabulary, Guided 
                                    Investigation, Share,Closure and Assessment ) 
  
Lesson Objectives:  1. Students will build a bridge strong enough to withstand an  
                                    earthquake.                                      
                                2. Students will display perseverance while completing a task. 
                                3. Students will think interdependently (flexible) by working 
                                    together to complete a task. 
                                4. Students will manage their impulsivity. 
                                5. Students will use precise and clear communication skills. 
                   
                     *** Briefly introduce and discuss these objectives setting purpose 
                             for the lesson.  
       
                            Students will be expected to implement these objectives during the    
                            lesson. 
  
  
Materials Needed: Rosie Revere Engineer read aloud, building materials (e.g. toilet paper 
tubes, styrofoam) 
 
●  Introduce:  
Teacher will ask students to be thinking of how they would create their own bridge to 
withstand an earthquake while they listen to Rosie Revere Engineer by Andrea Baety. 
  
●   Vocabulary:  
         Civil Engineer: Designs and maintains roads, bridges, and similar structures. 
         Design: When you create something on your own. 
         Balance: When the weight is even and allows something to function/upright. 
         Weight: How heavy something is. 
         Iterate: To make changes to something that was created. 
         Structure: Building or other object made from different parts. 
        Bridge: A structure spanning and providing passage over something such as a 
          river. 
                           

● Guide Investigation:  
           1. Explain to students they will be working in small groups     
            today. Their job is to design and create a bridge strong enough to withstand an   
            earthquake.       
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       2. Give each group a design worksheet. Explain that before they can 
           build, they must agree on and create their design. Allow groups 5-10 minutes 
           to discuss and create a quick design blueprint. 
 

 Below are some examples of bridges made with styrofoam, toilet paper tubes, 
masking tape, flange (shown below) etc. You can use Flange design shown in 
the Cardboard Attachments image below to attach the toilet paper tubes to 
Styrofoam etc. Make sure that the materials you use will be picked up by the 
camera in TEST MY TOWER mode. For example, if the cardboard is too thin to 
be picked by the camera, you can add sides as shown in the design below. 
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       3. Place building materials in a central location for students to access. Allow   
           students ample time to build, test, and iterate. 
 
           4. Call all groups to the NoRILLA table to test their bridges. Before each group   
           tests, have them explain why they think their bridge will withstand an earthquake  
           (height, base, symmetry).  
 
                        

● Share Results: Once groups finish testing have them share with the class what 
worked and/or what would need to be changed in order for their bridges to 
withstand an earthquake.           

  
 ●     Closure:   1.Share what students found to be interesting, intriguing, even challenging 
about this lesson. Recap/discuss today's lesson.         
  2. Thumbs up/down: Gather students whole group, ask the questions below, have 
students show a thumbs up if they feel they met that standard today, thumbs down if they 
did not. Note those that give you thumbs down and have a brief discussion on that 
standard/question. 
                                                                           OR 
                                 Smile/frown face: Draw a smile and a frown on the whiteboard, 
                              students point to either one as you ask the questions below. 
  
                                                           Showed perseverance today 
                                                            Worked well with others 
                                                            Managed impulsivity 
                                                            Spoke clearly and precise like a civil engineer 
 
   
●   Assessments: Observation/ Bridge creation 
       
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


